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ABSTRACT 

 
QUANTITATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS IN LENSLESS 

DIGITAL INLINE HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY 

 
Computational imaging modalities replace the bulky, complex, and expensive 

optical components of traditional imaging procedures with numerical reconstruction 

steps. Digital holographic microscopy is one of the most prominent ones with the 

possibility of obtaining quantitative phase information by measuring the phase shift 

change caused by the refractive index of objects. In the lensless digital holographic 

microscopy system, a pinhole and a light-emitting diode are sufficient to create a 

holographic pattern on the camera sensor. Here, the optimization of a digital lensless 

inline holographic microscopy setup was performed to obtain optimal phase value. Also, 

to retrieve the lost phase information during the recording step, the numerical solution 

was performed with the single and multi-shot phase retrieval methods. Then, human 

breast adenocarcinoma (MDA-MB-231) and human myeloid leukemia (U937) cells were 

analyzed to obtain phase shift, perimeter, and circularity values. These parameters were 

used to obtain a quantitative differentiation model to replace the traditional labeling or 

visual confirmation steps with a direct analysis manner. The analysis of respective cells 

with the classification, object detection, and conditional generative adversarial models 

can be used directly with pre-trained weights to lessen the computational workloads. With 

this study, the quantitative analysis with lensless holographic microscopy setup was 

shown to be a label-free differentiation mechanism to separate cancer cells from 

monocytes cells which could be used for the early diagnosis of cancer. Also, the proposed 

method has the potential to be used to identify other cells with links to the diagnosis of 

different diseases.
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"The answer to this is very simple. It was a joke. It had to be a number, an ordinary,
smallish number, and I chose that one. Binary representations, base thirteen, Tibetan
monks are all complete nonsense. I sat at my desk, stared into the garden and thought

’42 will do’ I typed it out. End of story."
Douglas Adams
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The curiosity of what is behind the unseen has always appealed to the interest of

humanity. Towards the smallest details, it is all started with magnifying the objects with

lenses. In the late 16th century, Hans and Zacharias Janssen built up the first compound

microscope by using two aligned lenses to see the magnified version of objects (Lockyer

1976). It was primarily based on visible light to illuminate the object and obtaining

the resulting image with magnifying lenses to direct the formed image into the eye or

camera. Over time, technological advancements in optical microscopes help us to better

visualize smaller objects with increased resolution and precision that can theoretically

go down to 200 nm diffraction limit (Vangindertael et al. 2018). However, images taken

from most of the microscopes remain as mostly qualitative results because the captured

images are only representing the amplitude information of the objects (“The quest for

quantitative microscopy” 2012). To obtain quantitative results, either image needs to be

analyzed statistically or optical setups need to be much more complex with expensive

components. For example, fluorescent microscopy can be used to visualize sub-cellular

activities with increased precision. Especially with the invention of Super-Resolution

Fluorescent Microscopes, diffraction limits have broken and interactions in sub-cellular

regions started to be quantified (Vangindertael et al. 2018). However, particular tagging

requires expertise with special materials in many conditions. Also, expensive components

are required to be used mainly by expert technicians. That is why the usage of these new

imaging modalities remains limited in research facilities.

In parallel to the recent progress in optical microscopes, some of the scientists’ at-

tention goes toward computational imaging modalities. In computational imaging modal-

ities, the complexity of building complex, expensive and bulky setups are replaced with

the numerical solution steps. Instead of using lenses to focus the formed image, computa-

tional imaging modalities based on the whole information captured by the camera sensor

without the use of additional optical components (Hu et al. 2017). In this way; compact,

portable, and cost-effective devices are started to appear on the stage. These computational

point-of-care (POC) modalities enabled scientists to break down barriers of science from

research facilities to global opportunities (Coskun and Ozcan 2014). Especially with the

recent advancements in camera sensor and chip technologies, the usage of computational

imaging modalities is boosted. The one that is related to eliminating the use of lenses with

a simple light emitting diode (LED) and a pinhole is called lensless holography.
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1.1 Lensless Digital Inline Holographic Microscopy

The key points of holography is actually gone back to double-slit experiment

(Young 1802) and interferometry studies (Michelson and Morley 1887) to create interfer-

ometric patterns. At the beginning of the 1800s, Young performed a double-slit experiment

to show the result of two interfering waves from double slits to obtain bright and dark

fringes (Young 1802). In the same era, Michelson and Morrey have used a semi-silvered

mirror to split incoming light into two different parts. By changing the respective dis-

tances between splitter to another mirror, the resulting bright and dark fringes are changed

(Michelson and Morley 1887). Their study brings another important consequence with

the interferometric applications to the life sciences. In theory, if you superimpose two

waves coming from the same distance from different points, you will obtain perfectly

aligned bright and dark interference patterns due to constructive and destructive interfer-

ence. Depend on the optical path length difference between two different arms, you will

obtain a difference in the resulted interference pattern. On the other hand, if you place an

object in one of the incoming wave directions, it will obtain a shift in optical path length

caused by a decrease in the speed of light. Therefore, the optical path length shift will

create a difference in the recorded pattern specific to the object’s characteristics. In this

system, the incoming wave from the disturbing side is called the object wave, and the other

undisturbed one is called the reference wave. Therefore, the main idea of holography uses

a phase shift based on the resulting diffraction pattern of the object and reference waves.

Obtaining the phase shift information from imaging systems is first introduced with

Gabor’s studies on electron microscopy. In the past, lens-based systems are only capable

of capturing amplitude information. However, with Gabor’s Inline Holography, recording

both amplitude and phase information directly from the wave-field formation is introduced,

the term of holography came into the stage to represent the capturing the whole (amplitude

and phase) interference information (GABOR 1948). The main advantage of this method

lies in eliminating the optical aberrations and distortions caused by the use of lenses

(Kim 2010). However, the acquisition of object images from captured whole information

requires two main steps to be performed. At that time, the resultant wave-field information

is captured by a photographic plate. Then, the obtained information is numerically

reconstructed to get an actual image of the object. But during the reconstruction step, the

twin-image phenomenon occurs to limit the accurate reconstruction and resolution of an

object due to overlapped conjugate twin image terms.

To get a twin-free object image from holography, the initial studies are focused on

optical solutions. The main solution comes from the interferometric studies with the use of

off-axis holography applications to efficiently retrieve the phase information. Emmett N.

Leith and Juris Upatnieks used a beam splitter to separate reference and object waves with
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an off-axis holography setup by inducing a small tilt to eliminate twin image term (Leith

and Upatnieks 1963). In the proposed idea, an object is illuminated separately with object

wave and it superposes with the reference wave near the camera sensor by introducing

a small tilting angle. The obtained frequency response and resulting reconstruction

make it possible to differentiate real and twin images easily in the Fourier space. With

this systematic, both quantitative information about the phase and sub-micrometer-scale

resolutions can be achieved. Therefore, it promises a powerful tool for the diagnosis and

quantification of diseases such as Malaria (Anand et al. 2012) or it can be used in live-cell

imaging studies such as cancer (El-Schich, Leida Mölder, and Gjörloff Wingren 2018).

On the other hand, the main disadvantage of such an optical setup remained as a challenge

because the use of lenses and beam splitters are required in the off-axis systems which

limit the widespread usage in research facilities.

In the case of Lensless Inline Holographic Microscopy, both waves come from the

same direction by interfering with each other at the camera sensor. In such a setup, the

main goal is to eliminate the use of lenses to make them more useful for resource-limited

areas. Therefore, inline systematic have appealed a greater interest within scientists.

Within this context, instead of focusing on the formed image, inline holography focused

on the diffraction pattern to be able to obtain the required solution numerically. Therefore,

the scope of off-axis and in-line holography is quite different. The comparison of their

representative setups is given in Figure 1.1.a for off-axis holography and inline holography

in Figure 1.1.b. In off-axis systems, beam splitter and mirror usage are necessary. Also,

in order to maintain the coherency, the light source needs to be a laser. On the other hand,

inline holography requires a coherent or partially coherent light source with a pinhole to

create a diffraction pattern. The main components used in these systems are given in the

Figure 1.1.c.

Figure 1.1: Illustrations of holographic microscopy setups. a. Off-axis holography.

b. Inline holography. c. Optical components of these setups.
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Since the captured hologram for the inline systematic are completely overlapped

between object and reference wave, it is not directly possible to differentiate twin image

terms. The required solution comes later with the phase retrieval process. On the other

hand, the successful and effective implementations of both methods are irremediably

evolved with the advancements of digital camera sensors and computational advancements.

Until digital camera sensors, holographic diffraction patterns are recorded by

photographic plates and the reconstruction process remained a challenging task due to the

usage of analog recording systems. However, the introduction of digital camera sensors has

enabled the resulting wavefront to be captured digitally. The first applications of capturing

and reconstruction of holograms by digital holography with conventional CCD cameras are

introduced in 1994 by Schnars (Schnars and Jüptner 1994). Later on, quantitative studies

with more efficient reconstruction steps in the area have been performed by Zhan et al. in

1998 (Zhang and Yamaguchi 1998). In addition to lessening the burden of the recording

step, the computational reconstruction step started to be performed digitally thanks to the

advancements in computing power associated with computers. After these studies, the

effect of the digital developments has led digital holography to re-emerge in the area at

the beginning of the 2000s (Xu et al. 2001). Especially, capturing the 3D quantitative

information cost-effectively by eliminating the use of lenses catches the most valuable

interest within scientists particularly towards the lensless inline holographic microscopy.

The possibility of refocusing transparent samples along z-direction in different depths

has found applications in life sciences (Peruhov and Mihaylov 2013). Since the obtained

amplitude and phase information specific to the change of refractive index value within the

cell, cellular quantification studies become easier to be implemented. The first biological

applications of digital inline holography come with the tracking of algae and bacteria (Xu

et al. 2001). Also, in situ studies about ocean planktons have been introduced with digital

inline holographic microscopy setups (Garcia-Sucerquia et al. 2006). Later on, with the

efforts of the same group, the possibility of tracking particles in 4D has been demonstrated

with inline systematic (Garcia-Sucerquia et al. 2008). In the following year, Seo et al.

introduced the Lensfree Holographic Ultra-wide-field Cell Monitoring Array Platform

which allows imaging in wide-field platforms (Seo et al. 2009). In the same study, by

using a pinhole size around 100𝜇𝑚 for filtering, the spatial resolution of the system is

increased by eliminating high-frequency components. These studies demonstrated the

capability of lensless holographic imaging as a powerful tool. However, the effective

solution to the inherent twin-image artifact has appeared on the stage much later.
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1.2 Iterative Phase Retrieval

The image that we know from our daily lives to microscopic images are mainly

recorded as in the spatial domain to represent features based upon amplitude measurements.

But the phase information is more valuable in biological studies and direct evaluation

of phase information is hard to interpret from captured images in the spatial domain.

Instead of focusing the spatial domain applications, frequency components evaluation

provides easily interpretable results to obtain phase information of objects. However,

in some applications, it requires sophisticated optical setups with complex registration

algorithms. The main idea to obtain such a piece of information lies upon obtaining the

whole frequency components of an object. This can be achieved by taking the image from

multiple directions even if it possible to obtain it from 360-degree measurements. But

such methods require complex setups and therefore limiting the usage. On the other hand,

the phase information of objects can be achieved by easy-to-use numerical solutions in

Lensless Digital Inline Holographic Microscopy (LDIHM). Although the whole frequency

components are not taken, the resultant phase value defines the actual sectional view of

the object and its phase shift.

The usage area of lensless holographic microscopy is increased but the inherent

twin image phenomena of Gabor’s inline holography has remained a major problem in

the reconstruction step for many years. Since the overlapped conjugate twin image terms

suppressing the actual shape and sub-cellular information, it is very crucial to retrieve

this information by phase retrieval process. Many practical and computational solutions

have been introduced starting from the 1970s. As an optical solution, increasing the

distance between the object and the camera sensor to reduce the twin image artifact signal

is proposed. In this way, the effect of the twin image on the reconstructed object is

minimized (Lai, Kemper, and Bally 2000). On the other hand, computationally effective

solutions within this area come with the mostly known term called phase retrieval process

(Hennelly et al. 2009). The first numerical solution for the phase retrieval process is

introduced in 1972 by Gerchberg & Saxton (Gerchberg 1972). The proposed algorithm is

based upon applying an iterative algorithm to retrieve the lost phase information during

the reconstruction step to obtain accurate phase information and therefore eliminating the

twin image term (Liu and Scott 1987). The required solution can be either deterministic

or iterative. Deterministic processes based upon non-interferometric intensity gradient

measurements to obtain accurate phase by Green’s function (Teague 1983). The other

and more common method uses an iterative phase retrieval method with a back and forth

mechanism between recorded intensity diffraction pattern and obtained reconstruction

plane or another intensity pattern (Fienup 1982). The main idea of such a retrieval lies

in obtaining the accurate complex wavefunction in the object plane by introducing a
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constraint to the system. The idea of applying such a constraint is based upon the fact

there are multiple Fourier Transform relationship exists between the object plane and

hologram plane to define an accurate Fourier relationship. With twin image presence, the

number of unknown object functions is doubled therefore it becomes impossible to solve

this problem by solely applying a reconstruction step. Therefore, the applied constraint

reduces the number of unknowns in the iteration step to fasten the convergence of the

required outcome (Greenbaum et al. 2012). In other words, this applied constraint will use

the information from the object plane to understand how it can lead to the final formation

of the hologram. At each iteration, applied constraint makes it possible to accurately lead

to the final complex diffraction pattern by updating the complex pattern in the object plane

with keeping the resultant hologram pattern constant in the hologram plane. Depend on the

object size and applied constraint, the number of iterations can go from a few to hundreds

of iterations. Since the main idea is to reduce the number of unknowns, multiple shots

were taken to obtain phase retrieved images traditionally. But today, it is also possible to

eliminate twin image artifacts with single-shot intensity measurement. However, due to

the computational limitations, detailed studies have not been performed until the 2000s.

The advancements in digital sensors together with computers have enabled the

phase-retrieval process to be performed in much more complex studies such as biological

studies. First, effective solutions to the twin image problem in spherical wave conditions

were introduced by means of a numerical reconstruction step with Tatiana and Fink in

2007 (Latychevskaia and Fink 2007). Later on, a detailed explanation about hologram

simulation and reconstruction with the usage of spherical and plane wave approximations

has been introduced (Latychevskaia and Fink 2015). In parallel studies, the iterative

phase retrieval processes have been applied to biological applications to obtain accurate

phase results with single-shot measurements (Mudanyali et al. 2010). These results

have enabled lensless digital inline holographic microscopy to be used more widely in

life science applications. On the other hand, the computational workload increased due

to the complex nature of biological objects. Moreover, since the exact location of the

reconstructed object is not known primarily during this reconstruction step, finding the best

focus for the reconstruction step within the context of auto-focusing remained a challenging

computational task. First numerical solutions to the auto-focusing problem are introduced

in 2007 by using the l1 norm between real and twin images (Li et al. 2007). Later on, many

detailed studies are performed to estimate the sharpest amplitude reconstruction point in

the focus object plane (Dubois et al. 2006). Although much progress has been introduced in

lensless holographic microscopy with effective solutions to these computational problems,

computational workload with automatizing steps comes later with the usage of learning-

based models.
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1.3 Deep Learning

The analysis of a large amount of data in an efficient way is one of the main goals

for today’s scientific community in many areas. In the traditional image analysis models,

the application of respective filters or processing steps is treated one by one with human

intervention. Therefore, the analysis of a large amount of data became a huge problem

with the technological developments after the 2000s. On the other hand, the importance

of using neural networks for image analysis to lessen the burden of computing is increased

within years (Kan 2017). By replacing the conventional image processing steps with self-

learning neural networks, it becomes much easier to differentiate object structures with

deep neural network models (Kraus, Ba, and Frey 2016). These deep learning models

boosted with applications in biology and medicine to provide efficient healthcare solutions

throughout the world (Meĳering 2020).

The step towards the use of computational solutions by neural networks has been a

little bit bumpy and it is all started in 1957 with the introduction of perceptron (Rosenblatt

1957). Along the way of neural network models, two winters have passed to limit their

widespread usage and cut the incoming investments in the area. The first one arises

about the doubts that are based on neural networks that cannot learn linearly in-separable

problems (Minsky and Papert 1987). In the following years, error back-propagation

was introduced to solve this in-separable problem with clever weight functions (Werbos

1975). The first building block of today’s deep learning models are introduced with back-

propagated handwritten digits in 1989 by Lecun et al by convolutional neural network

models (LeCun et al. 1989). But the problem of vanishing or exploding gradient problem

during backpropagation has been appeared to limit the usage of neural network models

again in the 1980s that last up to the late 1990s. With the combined stochastic gradient

model and improved backpropagation algorithm, a new solution was introduced in 1998

with a 7-level convolutional LeNet-5 model (Hochreiter 1998). Then, in 2006, deeper

network models have provided scientists with faster computation with increased accuracy

(Hinton, Osindero, and Teh 2006). The importance of analyzing the image efficiently with

neural network models is boosted with the imagenet challenge in 2009 (Deng et al. 2009).

Many efficient results have been introduced in the area of deep learning after this challenge

to increase accuracy.

The typical structure of neural network models starts with taking the 2D brightness

matrix of the captured image. In such an image, each pixel corresponds to the brightness

value(0-255) of an 8-bit image. This image is formed depending on the absorption,

scattering, and transmission properties of the object. The information comes from different

parts of the object which represent the specific patterns. For the human eye, it is hard

to differentiate these specific patterns. But the idea of the neural network model is to
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use set up a model to reveal the unseen or barely seen differences that eventually lead

to differentiate objects. In general, the model takes an image as an input and gives the

output classes based upon the probability of belonging to the specific class. The learning

process of such a model is based upon using a backpropagation algorithm to understand

how the initial weights need to be changed to obtain the best results in the output. The

most important benefit of such a model is that the neural network model learns the required

changes on its own without any direct human interference (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton

2015).

The most common neural network models are based upon a classification of images

into different categories. For many years, achievements in this area are characterized by

the Imagenet LSVRC-2010 dataset to effectively differentiate 1000 different classes with

achievable maximum efficiency. By decreasing the prediction errors, many effective

neural network models are introduced that are mainly using the convolutional neural

network (CNN) models. Their uniqueness is based on using more deeper network model

without saturation problem by introducing the dropout to regularize the performance

(Deng et al. 2009).

In parallel to ongoing processes and applications of neural network models, the

first effective usage of neural network models is introduced to holographic microscopy

applications in 2017 (Sinha et al. 2017). The main efforts go toward obtaining phase

recovered images in the reconstruction step (Rivenson et al. 2017). Later on, efficient

auto-focusing with phase recovery step is introduced with deep learning model (Wu and

Ozcan 2018). Also, the usage of lens-free holographic microscopy is eliminated the motion

blur and recovered the phase information on a deep learning model with water samples are

introduced with the studies of Göröcs et al.(Gorocs et al. 2018). More interesting usage

of deep learning models in quantitative phase images is used for virtual label-free staining

of pathology applications to provide efficient quantification results (Rivenson et al. 2019).

Recently, a recurrent neural network model is used in the phase recovery step to obtain a

better depth of field with increased image quality (Huang et al. 2021). Also, morphological

evaluations of quantitative phase images have been performed to characterize cells (Lam

et al. 2020).

In parallel to the advancements in classification models, neural network models

are also focused to detect an object’s position within the given image in terms of positional

matrix values starting from the beginning of the 2000s (Viola and Jones 2001). However,

it takes many years to apply object detection models with classification to both locate the

position of the object and classify it into different classes. One of the primary efforts in

this area is introduced with Szegedy et al. in 2013 (Szegedy, Toshev, and Erhan 2013) to

tackle the bounding boxes problem as a regression task to effectively classify objects. The

main idea comes from predicting a box that encloses the object and it is used to understand

how well it is overlapped with the image. The standard metric in such models uses
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Intersection Over Union (IoU) to understand this relationship. In 2014, a more efficient

solution is proposed with Ross et al. (Girshick et al. 2014) to take classification problem

by sliding window method to process the image. Their proposed Region based-CNN

solution effectively increases the mean average precision (mAP) value. In 2015, Ren et al.

(Ren et al. 2017) introduced a new version to combine Region Proposal Network (RPN)

with Fast R-CNN model to obtain nearly cost-free region proposals. But the main problem

associated with such models is their single evaluation-based pipeline to limit the processed

frames per second. Alternatively, You Only Look Once (YOLO) is first introduced in 2015

to provide an alternative solution to object detection models to achieve real-time results

(Redmon et al. 2016). When compared to traditional counterparts, YOLO takes an image

by splitting it into a set of cell matrices. Therefore, the collective results from all of the

objects are achieved in a single process with a much faster time.

In neural network models, the learning process is performed either by supervised

or unsupervised models. Supervised learning models depend on human interruption to

give biased data structure into learning models. Such a model can be used widely in

Classification and Object Detection problems. On the other hand, generative adversarial

models are considered unsupervised because the final analyzed data created during the

learning process depends on the initial conditions. It does not use input data directly.

Instead, it learns the feature maps to connect the relationship.

Another important usage of area of the deep learning applications are introduced

with Goodfellow et al. in 2014 about the generative adversarial networks (GANs)(Goodfellow

et al. 2014) One year later, deep convolutional generative adversarial models (DCGANs)

are introduced with Radford et al. to prove such models would be more useful especially

in unsupervised learning models(Radford, Metz, and Chintala 2016). GANs uses the prin-

ciple of convolutional neural networks to combine two different neural network structure

to generate predictions by learning the relationships of generated data. In the generative

model, data distribution is achieved from input data and predictive results are feed-forward

to the discriminator model. In the discriminator model, incoming data is used to classify

predictive results as being real or fake. It can be characterized as a mutualist relation-

ship to keep update the predictions until the best estimation is achieved(Hughes, Zhu,

and Bednarz 2021). The possibility of using generative adversarial networks (GAN) to

cross-match between brightfield images and holographic counterparts has also served as

a bridge between brightfield and holographic imaging modalities (Wu et al. 2019).

Up to this point, a general introduction about inline holography with deep learning

models and their applications is given. A chronological timeline of the progress of Lensless

Holographic Microscopy with its usage in deep learning applications is given in the Figure

1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Timeline of the lensless holographic microscopy

1.4 Cancer Cell Detection

There is another advantage of lensless holographic microscopy exists which lies

upon its possibility to be used as a point-of-care application to serve as a cytometer. In

such a study, LDIHM could be used to early diagnose of cancer cells in vitro studies.

Since one of the vital and primary numbers of deaths associated with the differentiation

of cell structure is considered to be cancer, a cancer diagnosis is still an important area to

focus on. It is estimated that almost 10 million deaths occurred in 2020 (Sung et al. 2021).

Many treatment methods are introduced within the last era, but even the most efficient

and prominent ones such as immunotherapy do not ensure 100% cure of cancer (Zhong et

al. 2020). Due to this reason, the early diagnosis step is important to decrease the number

of deaths. In the early stage of cancer, structural deformations have led cancer cells to

become more aggressive and their number increases rapidly. These cells can metasthase

to different organs that can increase the mortality rates (Fares et al. 2020). These cancer

cells can penetrate through the blood flow is termed as circulating tumor cells (CTCs)

and they are the main reason for metastasis (Rodrigues and Vanharanta 2019). Therefore,

early-stage cancer cell detection can be conducted by identifying CTCs in the bloodstream.

There have been a great number of studies performed in the field to detect cancer in the

early stages of the disease (Raub and Nehmetallah 2017). Effective solutions come with

cytometry-based methods to detect cancer cells within the blood flow. But this detection

process has been a great challenge for many years because of the large number of cells

within the blood flow, the rareness of CTCs, and the effect of exogenous markers (Lopresti

et al. 2019). The first cytometric applications with inline holography are introduced in

2015 by Singh et al. by introducing a classifier to detect tumor cells within mixed solutions

(Singh et al. 2017). Still, no direct applications of CTC detection within blood flow are
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introduced due to the complex and heterogeneous structure of blood. So, this area still in

the developing stage and it seems many effective solutions could be introduced very soon.

The diagnosis of cancer with machine learning algorithms is an active area and

currently developing into real-time studies with effective neural network models. The

applications of machine learning models in cancer studies improve the prediction accuracy

as well as it is applied to prognosis studies to understand how the treatment can be much

more efficient (Cruz and Wishart 2006). However, the heterogeneity of cancer cells

especially poses a great challenge towards its detection (Delikoyun et al. 2021a). Past

studies within this area are actually evolved from statistical gene expression studies to

cellular identifications (Kourou et al. 2015). In their study, Triphaty et al.used a neural

network model to identify breast cancer cells from segmented images (Tripathy, Mahanta,

and Paul 2014). In their study, they have used MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231-MB-231 cancer

cells with human normal breast cancer cells to obtain more than 95 percent accuracy. In

2019, Rubin et al. introduced a cell classification strategy to use a pre-trained generative

adversarial model with transfer learning application to classify cancer cells from healthy

ones. In their study, they have used off-axis holography with a small dataset to obtain more

than 90 percent accuracy (Rubin et al. 2019). Therefore, they have opened the potential

way for holographic imaging with machine learning to classify cell types in a label-free

manner. Also, they show that such a system can be used in cytometry applications.

The first effective applications of digital holographic microscopy to cancer cells

differentiation studies actually goes into 2009 with MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231-MB-231

to understand viability and density of cells (Ryle et al. 2009). Later on, machine learning

models with LDIHM systems is introduced in 2015 to show the possibility of classification

of blood cells to distinguish monocytes, granulocytes, and lymphocytes with accuracy

close to 90 percent (Schneider et al. 2015). Recently, a more efficient neural network

model is used to classify and use regression to breast cancer cells with cancer markers.

The proposed Holonet model identified rare and subtle clusters in overlapped regions even

in the heterogeneous conditions (Song et al. 2021).

1.5 Aim of the Thesis

The idea of quantitatively analyzing the cells with Lensless Holographic Mi-

croscopy is an important area to focus on when the simplicity of building setup is con-

sidered. Traditionally, respective holographic images are selected either by labeling or

visual confirmation one by one. This process is highly human-based and it limits the

generalization capacity to be used in different applications. On the other hand, these holo-
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graphic images are rich in context due to the superposition of objects and reference waves.

Therefore, it can be used in neural training directly. Nevertheless, the inner mechanism of

neural training is hard to understand and it is prone to provide wrong results. Therefore,

an alternative method to quantify these images from reconstructed phase images becomes

a necessary step for the quantified results.

Throughout the thesis, the main emphasis will be based upon using an effective,

easy-to-use, and low-cost method for the detection and quantification of the cancer cells

with lensless holographic microscopy setup. By mimicking the white blood cells with

U937 monocyte cells and using MDA-MB-231-MB-231 human breast cancer carcinoma

cells, it is shown that promising results can be achieved while differentiating these cells

that may be used for the diagnosis of cancer. For this purpose, a lensless digital inline

holographic microscopy setup is used to obtain quantitative phase images. Then, these

label-free images are analyzed to create a differentiation model for the effective separation

of cancer cells from monocyte counterparts. The proposed label-free quantitative analysis

model is used to increase the efficiency of deep learning models. Also, a conditional

image-to-image translation model is employed to lessen the burden of the computing

step. This study has enabled a potential way for differentiating cells, as well as can be

implemented to other cell analysis model.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Optical Setup

In the performed study, the partially coherent multi-color light-emitting diode

(LED Engin-897-LZ400MA00) was used to obtain images from USAF 1951 test target

to understand the optimal resolution (Newport, HIGHRES-2). By obtaining the images

from different channels of LED, the effect of wavelength on the resolution is investigated.

Also, for spatially filtering the partially coherent light, mounted precision pinholes of

Edmund Optics with different diameter sizes are used. During this step, 50 (Edmund

Optics, 56-282), 100 (Edmund Optics, 56-283), 200 (Edmund Optics, 56-284), and 500

(Edmund Optics, 56-287) 𝜇𝑚 pinhole sizes are used to show the effect on the resolution.

Throughout the experiment, the pinhole to object distances is changed from 7.5 to 10 cm

and 12.5 cm (z1). For the acquisition of holograms, the CMOS sensor of a 4K, 13 MP

Camera Board (See3CAM-CU135 - eCon Camera Solutions) is used with the integrated

camera sensor of AR1335 CMOS Sensor (On-Semiconductor 13 Mp CMOS Sensor) with

1.1 𝜇𝑚 pixel size and backside illumination to decrease the incoming signal to noise ratio.

The outer shelf of the proposed system and light source-pinhole grab rail is 3D printed

from a 3D-Printer (Ultimaker 2+ Connect). The optical setup with 3D printed PLA shelf is

given in the Figure 2.1.a, representative sketch is given in the Figure 2.1.b and illumination

system components are given in the Figure 2.1.c.

2.1.2 Data Acquisition

To understand how cells can be analyzed with neural network models in holographic

image datasets; classification, and object detection models are used to differentiate cells.

Additionally, cellular image transformation is used to lessen the burden of computational

steps. For these purposes, images taken from MDA-MB-231 and U937 cells are used to
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Figure 2.1: Optical Setup. a. 3D printed shelf. b. Representative sketch showing the

components with distance values. c. Components of illumination scheme

feed deep learning models. During the experiments, U937 cells (Human monocyte, ATCC)

are cultured with RPMI 1640 suspension medium and MDA-MB-231 cells (Breast Cancer

cells, ATCC) are cultured with DMEM solution. MDA-MB-231 cells are cultured within 4

days of intervals and U937 cells have been cultured with 3 days of passage intervals. After

the incubation step, they were diluted with DI water to become approximately 5∗105 cells

per ml. The viability of cells is validated with Tryphan blue solution in hemacytometer as

being 92% for MDA-MB-231 and 95% for U937. All images are captured with lossless

24 bit BMP format using 500 ms exposure time.

For creating the dataset from acquired holograms of each cell, 40 respective

images are obtained through scanning the microfluidic channels. The microfluidic channel

structure is composed of combining two microscopic slides with double side adhesive tape

to create 50𝜇𝑚 height channel is given in the Figure 2.2.a. The inlets are outlets are fixed

with a PDMS (SYLGARD™ 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit). In order to clean up the glass

slides, a piranha solution is used. The sectional view of the captured holograms’ is given

in the Figure 2.2.b with a microfluidic channel image contains the MDA-MB-231 cells.
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Figure 2.2: Hologram recording process. a. Microfluidic chip. b. Captured

holographic image

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Lensless Holographic Microscopy

2.2.1.1 Hologram Formation

In the application of Lensless Digital Inline Holographic Microscopy (LDIHM),

the light source can be either coherent (Zhang et al. 2018) or partially-coherent (Repetto,
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Piano, and Pontiggia 2004). Since coherent light sources such as lasers are expensive

and induce coherency-based noises, their usage requires an extra alignment step with an

expensive setup for Lensless Digital Inline Holographic Microscopy. On the other hand,

it is shown that incoherent illumination can increase the signal-to-noise ratio compared

to coherent illumination (Gorocs and Ozcan 2013). By inducing a well-aligned distance

from the pinhole to object and object to hologram distance, required coherency can

be maintained with partially coherent light sources. Thus, for the partially coherent

illumination, a light-emitting diode (LED) is used with a pinhole to spatially filter the

system to remove the high-frequency components. To obtain enough spatial coherency on

the object plane, the associated pinhole diameter size needs to be greater 100𝜆 up to 200𝜆.

This condition also helps us to decrease the interference within multiple cells as well

as decrease the speckle noise associated with the coherency of light source (Mudanyali

et al. 2010).

In addition to the spatial filtering by a pinhole required coherency on object plane

condition depends on multiple parameters (Wu et al. 2018). One of the dependence

is about the spatial coherency diameter (𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑎−𝑐𝑜ℎ) to full-fill enough coherency on the

sample plane is given in the Eq. 2.1. It needs to be greater than the cell’s diameter and

most of the time, it is satisfied with a large pinhole size within the visible light region.

𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑎−𝑐𝑜ℎ =
𝜆 ∗ 𝑧1

𝐷
(2.1)

where z1 is the distance between pinhole to object plane and D is the diameter of the

object.

The temporal coherence length of the system (𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝−𝑐𝑜ℎ) is another limiting

factor that depends on the light source characteristics which is given in the Eq. 2.2;

𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝−𝑐𝑜ℎ =
2 ∗ ln 2

𝜋
∗

𝜆2

𝑛 ∗ Δ𝜆
(2.2)

where 𝜆 is the incoming light wavelength, Δ𝜆 is the change of spectral bandwidth of the

light source and n is the refractive index of the medium.

Illuminated objects have different refractive index values within the different points

of objects. Therefore, the cell plane acts as a source of object waves and interact with

reference waves to form a differentiated pattern on the hologram plane. To avoid any

interference between these interference patterns, their projected effective width needs to

be smaller than the pixel size of the camera sensor to lessen the effect of incoherency.

The effective width of each point scattered from the object on the sensor plane is called
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d. (d= 𝐷 ∗ 𝑧2
𝑧1

). This can be easily satisfied with a scaling factor of the system (M =
𝑧1
𝑧2

) that is associated with a proportion of pinhole to object distance (z1) to object to

hologram plane distance(z2). It needs to be much larger than 1 (M>>1) to satisfy the

coherency condition. In typical setups, this ratio is around 40 to 100. By maintaining

such a coherency, it is shown that each cell can be captured coherently without affecting

their spatial features(Mudanyali et al. 2010). This property of the inline systematic makes

it possible to treat micron-sized cross-sections of objects as illuminated with a coherent

plane wave. But most importantly, since each cell can be treated differently from the entire

CMOS sensor plane, the efficient field of view (FOV) is now increased to 20 𝑚𝑚2 to make

the system quite usable for point-of-care applications (Greenbaum et al. 2012).

Previous studies on the hologram recording step are generally takes the advantage

of the large pinhole to object plane distance. Also, by taking the smallest object to

hologram plane distance (z2), unit magnification with a large field of view advantage is

used in these studies (Mudanyali et al. 2010) Easy alignment of LDIHM systems makes it

possible to be used with many modalities. The resolution achieved in the LDIHM system

is based upon many factors. The most important limiting factors are wavelength, the

bandwidth of the light source, pinhole diameter, the distance between the pinhole to the

object plane, the distance between the object to the hologram plane, and the pixel size of

the camera sensor. To understand the effect of these parameters on the resolution; different

LED light sources are used, the diameter of the pinhole is changed, and used different

pinhole-to-object distances are used to find the maximum achievable resolution.

In LDIHM, two main systematic are used while forming the hologram. Depending

on the distance between pinhole to object plane denoted as z1 either the spherical or plane

wave formation is used. In the plane wave systematic which is given in the Figure 2.3.a,

an object is positioned very close to the hologram plane (z2) and light propagates from

pinhole to object plane (z1) to gain coherency so that it can be treated as a plane wave. In

the spherical wave systematic that is given in the Figure 2.3.b, an object is positioned very

close to the light source or pinhole to directly interact with light and propagated towards

the hologram plane by the superposition of the object and reference waves. The main

components of both systems are given in the Figure 2.3.c.

Throughout this thesis, the plane wave systematic are used to obtain coherency

and a large field of view. Incident plane wave 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘𝑥.𝑥 + 𝑘𝑦.𝑦 + 𝑘𝑧.𝑧) on the object

plane wave vector components with (x,y,0) coordinates described as 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 1. If

there is no object exists or either the absorption or the phase is considered to be 0, then

the transmission function becomes t(x, y) = 1. After the light passes from object, it is

described as𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑡 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦). Then, the resultant exit wavefront distribution is given

in the Eq 2.3;

𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑦).𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑐 +𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑐.𝑡 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Hologram formation in lensless holography. a. Plane wave, b. Spherical

wave. c. Optical components of these systems

where 𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑦) is the incoming wave, t(x,y) is transmission function and 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) is

the wavefield after propagating with object.

The acquired object wave propagated from object plane (x,y) to detector plane

(X,Y) with Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction formula that is given in the Eq 2.4;

𝑈ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 (𝑋,𝑌 ) =
−𝑖

𝜆

∫ ∫
𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦).𝑡 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘 |�𝑟 − �𝑅 |)

|�𝑟 − �𝑅 |
𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (2.4)

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the source, and 𝑈ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 (𝑋,𝑌 ) is the intensity of the recorded

hologram as a result of propagation. In the equation, transformation term |�𝑟 − �𝑅 | =√
((𝑥 − 𝑋)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑌 )2 + (𝑧)2 is used with perturbed transmission function where �𝑟 repre-

sents object plane components (x,y,z), �𝑅 represents hologram plane components (X,Y,Z).

2.2.1.2 Numerical Reconstruction and Phase Unwrapping

In the LDIHM systematic, both the reference and object wave comes from the same

direction. In the equation, the first term represents the reference wave and the second one is

the object wave which is too small that can be disregarded (Latychevskaia and Fink 2007).

The third and fourth terms represent the conjugate twin image terms of the twin-image

artifact. Therefore, the captured wave-field consists of the superposition of two waves that

is given in the Eq 2.5:
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|𝑈 (𝑋,𝑌 ) |2 = |𝑅(𝑋,𝑌 ) |2 + |𝑂 (𝑋,𝑌 ) |2 + 𝑅∗(𝑋,𝑌 ).𝑂 (𝑋,𝑌 ) + 𝑅(𝑋,𝑌 ).𝑂∗(𝑋,𝑌 ) (2.5)

where the resultant hologram pattern intensity is described as |𝑈 (𝑋,𝑌 ) |2. U(X,Y) refers

to captured hologram amplitude, O(X,Y) refers to object wave, and R(X,Y) refers to

reference wave.

In the hologram intensity equation, the hologram represents the complex wavefield

information of an object in the recording plane as an intensity measurement. This intensity

measurement has complex numbers which are specific to objects’ properties. At this point,

the camera sensor has a similar property to mimic concave lens, in both directions, an

image is formed. When we back-propagate the intensity pattern with Fourier Transform,

two complex conjugate terms are overlaid due to the Hermitian property of Fourier space

to form twin-image phenomena (Popescu 2019). The one that remained in the backside of

the hologram is called a real object and the one obtained during reconstruction is called a

twin image which is positioned between the object plane and hologram plane. Actually,

at this point, some views state that the real image remains on the side of the pinhole

(Latychevskaia and Fink 2015). But when the image is considered to be formed on the

hologram plane which refers to 0th order interference pattern, +1 order real image needs

to be z2 distance behind the hologram. Nevertheless, these overlapped complex conjugate

terms are the main reason for lost phase information which limits the accurate shape

reconstruction of objects. Therefore, in addition to the reconstruction step, an extra phase

retrieval step needs to be performed to obtain accurate real image terms. The details of

the phase retrieval process are explained in the phase retrieval section later, in this section,

the direct numerical reconstruction step will be evaluated.

Main idea of the reconstruction step is to find an approximate solution starting from

the hologram plane (X,Y) to propagate up to the object plane (x,y) utilizing numerical

solution by propagating distance z2. This propagating distance represents an approximate

solution for a distance between the individual cell to the recorded hologram. This numer-

ical solution starts from the assumption of the whole cells are illuminated with a plane

wave with enough coherency due to the large M ( 𝑧1𝑧2 ) number. In this assumption, the

plane wave is taking into consideration because of the large M value. Therefore, no ap-

proximation is needed with a small z distance to use the angular spectrum method (ASM).

The captured hologram can be directly back-propagated to a real or twin image plane by

ASM. Systematic representation of the real and twin image with reconstruction steps is

illustrated in the Figure 2.4.a with corresponding distance values for the reconstruction
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from z2 to -z2 is given in the Figure 2.4.b.

Figure 2.4: Reconstruction step with conjugate twin image terms

Angular spectrum method is based upon taking the wave propagation as a propaga-

tion of its spectrum. Therefore, it uses no approximation (Goodman 1968). The analysis

was performed by taking the Fourier transform of the recorded hologram and propagating

it with a free space transfer function up to the object plane. Therefore, as an initial step

wave vector components are converted into Fourier domain with the Eq 2.6;

�𝑘 =
2𝜋

𝜆
(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑.𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑.𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) (2.6)

where the term (u,v) represent the fourier domain coordinates. The respective trans-

formations for u coordinate is 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑.𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝜆𝑢 and transformation for v coordinate is

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑.𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝜆𝑣. In these transformations, (𝜆𝑢, 𝜆𝑣) denotes the wavevector components

which needs to full-fill the frequency requirement of the possible range assumption to treat
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system as performed in classical resolution limit stated by the Eq 2.7:

(𝜆𝑢)2 + (𝜆𝑣)2 ≤ 1 (2.7)

Then, the obtained exit wave t(x,y) is propagated to the detector plane by the

following transformation of the Eq 2.8;

𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑋,𝑌 ) = 𝐹𝑇−1 [𝐹𝑇 (𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦)).𝑒𝑥𝑝(
2𝜋𝑖𝑧

𝜆

√
1 − (𝜆𝑢)2 − (𝜆𝑣)2)] (2.8)

where z is the distance between the object to the hologram plane that is taken as z2 in our

study.

In the final reconstruction step, the obtained term is back-propagated to the object

plane by the free space transfer function that is given in the Eq 2.9:

𝑈 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑇−1 [𝐹𝑇 (𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑋,𝑌 )).𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
2𝜋𝑖𝑧

𝜆

√
1 − (𝜆𝑢)2 − (𝜆𝑣)2)] (2.9)

where 𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑋,𝑌 ) is the captured complex valued intensity measurement.

In the final step, in the object plane, the complex-valued Fourier transformed

term is separated into amplitude and phase spatial components with absolute and arctan

functions (Delikoyun et al. 2021b).

Another problem of the reconstructed object is about the discontinuity of phase

radian values that are placed between −𝜋 to 𝜋 due to frequency spectrum restrictions

while taking Fourier transform. The phase shift obtained more than the modulus of −𝜋

to 𝜋 value between two pixels goes into a replacement from to start from the other end of

the modulus. So, the actual phase shift is wrapped during this reconstruction step, and a

correction function is required to regulate the continuity of the phase shift. Such a solution

can be obtained with simple functions but the success associated with optimal phase shift

depends on accurate calculations even in noisy conditions. This can be achieved by solving

the transport of intensity equation by fast cosine transform (Zhao et al. 2018).
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2.2.1.3 Iterative Phase Retrieval

The iterative retrieval methods are divided into two categories based upon the num-

ber of intensity measurements. In the single-shot retrieval, the hologram’s only intensity

measurements are taken with background constraints to reduce the number of unknowns.

For the multi-shot retrieval, two or more intensity measurements are taken by inducing

different acquisition conditions. Therefore, both methods find different applications areas.

In the single-shot retrieval methods, instead of taking multiple shot measurements,

prior knowledge about the object is taken to induce as a source of constraint. As an

initial point, the acquired hologram intensity is taken with an initial zero or random

phase assumption. Before the reconstruction step, captured holograms are 4x bicubic

interpolated. This step gives an extra advantage to smooth the edges and helps sub-

cellular interpolated components to gain non-zero energy. Then, the obtained complex

waveform is back-propagated to the object plane by equation 2.8 given in the previous

section. This process is performed by multiplying wave patterns with a free space transfer

function starting from the hologram plane up to the object plane. In the object plane,

a constraint-based on the representative object shape is applied to filter this complex

wave pattern. Then, the background normalization is performed by inducing object-free

measurement by replacing the area outside the applied constraint. Then, the resulting

complex waveform forward propagated to the hologram plane. In the hologram plane, the

phase of the complex wavefront is preserved while the amplitude is replaced with initial

intensity measurement. Therefore, an updated version of the initial hologram is acquired

with an iteration step (Mudanyali et al. 2010). This iteration is performed multiple times

up to converge conditions satisfied. The initial process is masking and interpolation

of the corresponding cell is given in the Figure 2.5.a. In the second step, an iterative

Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is used to iteratively retrieve the lost phase information. In

each iteration, the phase value is updated and finally, it gains a convergence point where it

is no longer updated. After the final iteration step, obtained resultant complex wavefront

back-propagated to the object plane with inverse Fourier transform to separate amplitude

and phase components is given in the Figure 2.5.b.

To apply a multi-shot process to retrieve phase information, the process described

in the work of Zhang et al. is applied (Zhang et al. 2018). The proposed method uses a

maskless process without background normalization steps to retrieve phase information

accurately. Also, the main assumption is about the high similarity between obtained

phase shift information to be able to replace the iteration at each object plane. The

algorithm starts with initial random phase information and by taking the square root

of intensity measurement. Obtained complex wavefront is propagated to object plane

with 𝜆1 propagation. In the respective object plane, the obtained amplitude is updated
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Figure 2.5: Single-shot phase retrieval systematic. a. Pre-processing and masking step.

b. Iterative Gerchberg & Saxton phase retrieval algorithm

with the amplitude value of the second hologram. Within this step, phase information

is also replaced with the updated object plane phase value with the equation of 𝜙𝑜2 =

𝜙𝑜1 ∗
𝜆1
𝜆2

. Next, the obtained wavefront is back-propagated to the hologram plane with 𝜆2

propagation. At the respective plane, phase information is preserved but this time, the

retrieved amplitude is replaced with second wavelengths’ intensity measurement. Then,

the complex wavefunction is again propagated to the object plane with 𝜆2 propagation.

This time, same process is applied to update amplitude to object plane 1 and phase

information is replaced with 𝜙𝑜1 = 𝜙𝑜2 ∗
𝜆2
𝜆1

. This time, wavefunction back-propagated to

object plane with 𝜆1 propagation. As a final step, obtained amplitude value is replaced

with initial intensity measurement while keeping the updated phase information. In this

way, an iteration is completed and it is repeated until the convergence of obtained phase

information is achieved. Typically, it takes 20 iterations to reach desired values. The

workflow for the multi-wavelength phase retrieval method is given in the Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Multi-wavelength phase retrieval process

2.2.2 Conditional-GAN for Cellular Image Transformation

After the first effective implementations of GAN models, Mirza et al. introduced

another effective way to generate images by applying initial conditions on generated

data (Mirza and Osindero 2014). These additional inputs could be anything related

to the data such as a particular class value or name. The generative model takes this

input to generate conditional predictive results. Also, the discriminator model again has

conditional acceptance to update its guess. Such models are widely used in the image-

to-image translation models such as photo colorization tasks (Nazeri, Ng, and Ebrahimi

2018). Later on, a generalized version of conditional generative adversarial network

(cGAN) models are introduced with pix2pix model to learn the loss during input to output

mapping. This mapping-based approach makes it possible to easily build up loss function

even in very different conditions (Isola et al. 2017). The model used in this transformation

is given in the Figure 2.7.

As an initial study, reconstructed amplitude images are converted to reconstructed

phase images to directly obtain arctan counterparts. In the second model, the obtained

reconstructed phase images are used to convert into twin-image artifact-free counterparts

that come from the single-shot iterative retrieval steps. In this way, instead of the long

processing time of the one-to-one phase retrieval step, the required computation time

could be eliminated by directly generating the image results with the previously trained

cGAN model weights. Two models are used different datasets in the pix2pix training

stage with a crop size of 256x256. During this training step, an open-source platform

of ZeroCostDL4Mic (Chamier et al. 2021) is used with the model of pix2pix image

to image translation model (Isola et al. 2017). In the first dataset, amplitude to phase

conversion is used with directly reconstructed images. The model is trained with 1395

images. To understand the training efficiency of the model, 5 images are used to obtain

mean Structural Similarity Index Matrix values (mSSIM) of images. These selected 5

images have similar intensity profiles. The mSSIM metric uses an 11 pixels window with

surrounding structural similarity matrices to obtain a value between 0 to 1. It evaluates the
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Figure 2.7: pix2pix conditional-GAN systematic

normalized similarity between two images and a metric close to 1 represents the perfect

match. During the training step, TESLA P100-PCI-E GPU is trained in 50 epochs with

a patch size of 256 that is the minimal crop size. A batch size of 1 is used and the initial

learning rate is set to be 0.0002 with Vanilla GAN loss function. Training takes 52 min

37 seconds.

In the second model, from directly reconstructed phase images to phase retrieved

counterparts are used to obtain twin-image free images from the cGAN model. The

purpose of this image-to-image transformation is to lessen the burden of computing for the

iterative phase retrieval step. In this model, 1506 images are used for training and tested

with 5 images. Training is performed on TESLA P100-PCI-E GPU with 200 epochs. The

patch size of 256 is selected that is the minimal crop size. A batch size of 1 is used and

the initial learning rate is set to be 0.0002 with Vanilla GAN loss function. Training takes

3 hours 47 min 9 seconds.

2.2.3 Classification and Detection of Cells

Convolutional neural network(CNN) models use the same structure of human

neurons to transmit information from input to output to characterize its function. In such

a model, the object matrix goes through a set of mathematical operations in each layer

(Alzubaidi et al. 2021). In the initial layers, the model uses a set of filters to scan the
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input matrix to create a set of feature maps. This process uses a convolution operation

to extract the features from different parts of the object. The convolution process takes

each pixel value within blocks to apply matrix multiplication to each pixel individually.

By applying different filters, corresponding feature maps are obtained. In the following

layer, an activation function is used to increase non-linearity between obtained features.

An activation function is used to set a bridge between the incoming layer to transfer

obtained information to the next layer by adding some non-linearity. The most common

activation functions are Sigmoid and Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) that have different

functions specific to the target. In the next layer, either another convolutional layer could

be used or a pooling layer can be used to decrease the number of parameters. This process

is achieved by taking average or maximum values within certain blocks and trajecting the

values of whole matrices to the next layer. The next layer is again another convolutional

layer to collect specific features. This process is repeated many times to decrease the

number of parameters and also extract features into narrower outputs. In the final layer,

a fully connected takes the input of each previous layer to create a probability between

0 and 1 to define how well the model defined the accurate or desired result. Depend

on the obtained results, a backpropagation is applied until convergence is achieved to

keep continue updating the initial weights and parameters. In a typical CNN structure,

the number of applied layers could go from tens to hundreds. But deepening the layer

sacrifice the amount of time for the computation. Also, the number of weights updated

during training is different from one structure to another.

After the first effective usage of CNN models, the deeper structure of models

starts to be problematic when back-propagated gradients are being quite small. The main

solutions in this area come with the introduction of Residual Network Models(ResNet).

By identifying a shortcut connection between multiple layers, it is possible to use deeper

models without sacrificing the performance of a model. During their study, He et al.

(He et al. 2016) proposed an identity function to link between several layers to be able to

optimize deeper networks in much easier ways. After their first findings, they showed how

to obtain better performance with 1001 layer deep neural networks (Kaiming He and Sun

2016).

Here, as a preliminary study to understand how a basic transfer learning-based

Resnet model can differentiate cells, 954 images are cropped from each cell with a

cropping size of 200x200. These crops are selected randomly through the channels.

Train:Val:Test splits ratio set to become 754:100:100. In this training; train, validation,

and test datasets are put into different folders. This selection is performed randomly

instead of in the cross-validation step. Because the respective test dataset is compared

with the final quantitative results. Starting from the Transfer Learning models, different

Resnet architectures (Resnet18, Resnet 34, Resnet 50, Resnet 152) are used to train created

cells datasets. As a final model, the Resnet-34 structure is selected when the time and
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performance are considered. A batch size of 32 is used in this training. The initial

learning rate set to be 0.001, momentum is taken as 0.9. As an optimizer, SGD model

is used. During training, Google Colabs’ TESLA P100-PCI-E GPU is used and it takes

286 seconds to process 50 epochs. The traditional structure of CNN and replaced Resnet

shortcut model is given in the Figure 2.8.a. The CNN structure based on the transfer

learning model with the corresponding layers and filters is given in the Figure 2.8.b.

Figure 2.8: Classification process. a. CNN and Resnet Shortcut System Comparison.

b. Resnet 34 model

In the systematic of YOLO object detection algorithm, Each cell is processed

individually throughout the model to predict corresponding position values(x,y) and image

height-weight. Also, it gives a confidence score to interpret the probability of the object.

Then, the results from each cell are taken together to form the final set of results by a

non-max suppression model to eliminate the scores below a certain limit. In this way,

the most probable object classes with efficient and fast results are achieved with the
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proposed structure that is given in the Figure 2.9. One of the main successes of YOLO is

coming from its capability to generalize models dependless on the object classes. With

the achievements in this area, the last version of YOLOv5 with open-source codes has

increased the usage with efficient results (Jocher et al. 2021).

Figure 2.9: YOLO architecture

To process the object detection in the same cells dataset, the initial large field

of view hologram images are cropped with a size of 2000x2000 pixels. A total of 162

images are used with the YOLOv5s model. Annotated label numbers for MDA-MB-231

and U937 are 1103 and 1252 respectively. In order to obtain a similar dataset with the

classification part, overlapped cells are not labeled. Train:Val:Test ratio of 140:16:6 is

used in the training. 2000 epoch is trained with TESLA P100-PCI-E GPU in 2.6 hours.

2.2.4 Quantification Method for Cells

In this analysis part, quantitative phase images of cells are used without any phase-

retrieval step. Because the obtained holograms from microfluidic channels are not fixed

during the experiments, they were sliding while taking the brightfield counterparts. There-

fore, the accurate twin-image elimination by crosschecking with brightfield counterparts

is not directly possible in the iterative phase retrieval step. Also, the fixing procedure

can affect the object characteristics and structure of cells. Therefore, reconstructed phase

images are used to provide approximate object shape and phase shift value to be used as a

quantitative differentiation mechanism. This analysis step will enable us to quantify object
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characteristics and provide more accurate results to differentiate cells when compared to

holographic images. On the other hand, the proposed mechanism uses 4 steps to eliminate

error-prone images based on the percentage error mechanism. Most of the eliminated

images represent the dust particles, low-SNR ratio cells, cell assemblies, or dead cells.

Therefore, it is important to take away them before putting them into quantified neural

training models. In addition, the proposed method can be used to generalize for different

objects and have a tendency to be performed in an automatized manner in future studies.

The proposed method is illustrated in the Figure 2.10.a. At this step, the analysis

is performed within 4 steps by the direct interruption. In each step, percentage error-based

elimination is used to disregard corresponding images given in the Figure 2.10.b. Initially,

954 hologram images are reconstructed to obtain phase images from MDA-MB-231 and

U937 cells. In each elimination step, the initial mean value is calculated and below 50%

percent value images are disregarded for the next step. Initial elimination is based upon

the quantitative phase shift value (radian). Then, the phase images are binary masked. In

the third and last step, perimeter and circularity values are retrieved and 50% percent error

images are taken to eliminate corresponding holographic images.

The first differentiation method is based upon the phase shift value(radian) of the

object. Even though some proportion of phase information is lost during the reconstruction

step, it still contains valuable phase shift information in terms of radian. This differentiation

mechanism is mainly based upon object thickness as well as related to the inner property

of an object. Instead of normalizing the obtained phase values to represent intensity

images, they are directly taken from back-propagated values. Therefore, it provides

strong information specific to the object differences. The percentage error of each cell is

calculated by the Eq. 2.10:

𝛿 = |
𝜙𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝜙𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝜙𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
| ∗ 100 (2.10)

where 𝜙𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 represents the obtained phase shift value, 𝜙𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 represents the mean phase

shift of the corresponding cells and 𝛿 is the obtained percentage error value.

Second step is performed by creating the binary masks of remained cells that are

804 for the MDA-MB-231 cells and 771 for the U937 cells. Reconstructed phase images

are used in this step with an open-source Ilastik program to create binary masks (Berg

et al. 2019). In the corresponding software, pixel classification model is used to train

several cells initially to create a general model. Then, the area inside the object is taken

to create binary masked images with a pixel-based method and generalized into the batch

process to obtain binary masks for the whole image. During this step, due to the very

low-SNR ratio, some of the binary masks do not represent any continuous shape structure.
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Figure 2.10: Quantitative analysis step. a. Elimination model. b. Example of eliminated

cells with corresponding steps

Their discontinuity preventing the calculation of perimeter or circularity value when the

respective boundary function is applied to the discontinuous shape structures. Thus, some

of the cells are disregarded in the binary mask step.

In the third step, the perimeter value of the object is obtained with Matlab’s

boundary threshold function. This function takes the input binary image and encloses the

inner boundaries by filling the holes. Then, the differential change within the binary mask

is calculated to find the boundary of objects. Since the inner mask in a binary image have

value of 1 and outer layers have value of 0, the boundary value is calculated in terms of

a number of pixel and differential value. This obtained value represents the perimeter of

the obtained mask. In addition, the area of the object is calculated in this step after the

filling procedure.

In the fourth step, the circularity of cells is calculated with the obtained values

from the third step. Perimeter and area values are used with the Eq. 2.11 to find the

circularity values (Bottema 2020).

𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
4 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2
; (2.11)
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Analysis of Lensless Holographic Microscopy

3.1.1 Optimization

At the first step of the optimization, pinhole to object distances are changed (z1)

starting from 7.5 cm to 12.5 cm with 2.5 cm increments. At each height, the pinhole size

of 50, 100, 200, and 500 𝜇𝑚 pinholes are used. In addition to changing the pinhole sizes,

different color channels of RGB-A LED are used to understand the effect of wavelength.

Blue (460 nm), Green (525 nm), Amber (590 nm), and Red (621 nm) channels give different

resolution values with associated height and pinhole sizes. Their obtained resolution values

are given in the Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Resolution values for different wavelengths of the RGB-A LED

By looking at the obtained resolution values, it can be seen that maximum achiev-

able resolution is obtained from the amber channel(590 nm) of the RGB-A LED. Although

closer results are achieved from the blue channel, the general values of amber channels

have better resolutions. The minimal distance between the object to the hologram plane

(z2) is found to be 0.86 mm as an approximate value from the numerical reconstruction

step that is specific to USAF 1951 test target. The optimal pinhole to object distance (z1)

is taken as 10 cm due to obtained higher resolution values compared to other channel

values. Also, the optimal pinhole size is taken as 100𝜇𝑚 due to the higher intensity signal.
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The best resolution achieved through these optimization steps is 1.95 𝜇𝑚. This value is

determined directly from the reconstructed amplitude image of the USAF-1951 Test Tar-

get. To characterize the obtained resolution power, three lines from vertical and horizontal

directions need to be resolved, in other words, we need to see 3 peaks corresponding to the

same positions with similar increments throughout the line. Also, the line profile taken

from cross-section points needs to be 5 times the resolution power of the system. The

reconstructed USAF 1951 test target is given in the Figure 3.2.a and zoomed version is the

Figure 3.2.b with corresponding vertical and horizontal intensity cross-sections are given

in the Figure 3.2.c.

Figure 3.2: Optimal resolution. a. Reconstructed 1951 test target. b. Zoomed version of

test target. c. Quantification line profiles of group 8 element 1

The small alignment differences during the experiments may have been affected

the obtained resolutions. Since the LDIHM setup has a small tendency to be affected

by the alignment step due to its small distance between light source and pinhole, the

effect of this alignment step has been ignored. From the experimental resolution findings,

as a generalization, it can be stated that shorter wavelength light sources can be used

with smaller pinhole to object sizes and longer-wavelength light sources tend to obtain

coherency with a larger z1 value. Changing the pinhole size affected the obtained light flux

from the system. No clear differences were obtained between 50,100 and 200 𝜇𝑚 pinholes.

The shorter bandwidth value of the light source is an important characteristic to obtain

the required coherency. In addition to the light source and systematic of the setup, camera

sensor response to different wavelength values is found to be quite important. Since the

optimal resolution values are found from the amber channel of LED, it states that the
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red channel of the camera sensor has good response at 590 nm wavelength. Therefore,

reconstruction steps are performed with red channel values. The reconstruction step

of acquired holograms is performed based on the sharpest value manner to automatically

found the optimal object to hologram distance z2. At this point, as an additional parameter,

approximated object to hologram distance value is set to become in a certain interval. In

this way, progress speed is increased and the error rate is reduced. All the reconstruction

steps are performed with angular spectrum methods. Obtained unwrapped phase images

are used in the rest of the thesis.

3.1.2 Numerical Reconstruction and Phase Unwrapping

The numerically back-propagated images from the direct reconstruction step have

a similar structure to the actual shape of the object. Captured hologram, corresponding

reconstructed amplitude and phase images, and obtained phase shift value are given in the

Figure 3.3.a,b,c,d respectively.

Figure 3.3: Reconstructed images. a. Hologram red channel. b. Amplitude. c. Phase.

d. Phase shift

From the numerical reconstruction results, it is seen that the sub-cellular structure

of cells is highly suppressed. Also, the cell boundaries are not very clear when the small

distance between real and twin images is considered. This small distance between the

object to the hologram plane will cost an extra loss due to the frequency components of

the twin image term. The background of the amplitude image is specific to the objects’

z2 position. For the phase images, most of the reconstructed cell images have similar

background profiles. The obtained phase shift values depend on the position of the

particle, particle size, type, and the direction of the incoming wavelength.
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The phase unwrapping results are specific to objects structure. To understand the

phase shift effect from a simple illustration, the unwrapped phase shift value starting from 0

to 9.6 radian with 0.8 radian increments is used with a blue dot line in the Figure 3.4.a. The

red line represents its discontinuous version to represent wrapped phase information. In the

Figure 3.4.b., the wrapped image from the MDA-MB-231 cells is given. Corresponding

unwrapped version by the unwrapping method (Zhao et al. 2018) is given in the Figure

3.4.c.

Figure 3.4: Phase unwrapping procedure. a. Phase unwrapping illustration of the phase

shift increments (0.8 radian) - 12 times. b. Wrapped phase image.

c. Unwrapped phase image

The success of the unwrapping method depends on the used function and its ability

to determine the phase jumps. Another method from the work of Latychevskaia et al. is

employed to check the validity of obtained results (Latychevskaia et al. 2010). In both

phase unwrapping algorithms, very similar phase profiles are obtained. Therefore, for the

rest of the thesis, the method of Zhao et al. is used.

3.1.3 Single and Multi-shot Phase Retrieval Results

During the iterative reconstruction process, accurate masking, and background

normalization is crucially important. Also, the number of iterations and the convergence

of final results need to be evaluated with visual confirmation. Especially, it is important

for large objects due to suppressed sub-cellular components (Mudanyali et al. 2010).

Different from the normal reconstruction process, sharpest point reconstruction is not

giving the correct results in the iterative phase retrieval process. Therefore, crosschecking
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with the brightfield counterparts would provide more accurate results. The result of

the iterative retrieval from the MDA-MB-231-MB-231 cell hologram is given with the

hologram, iteratively retrieved phase and brightfield counterparts given in the Figure

3.5.a,b,c respectively.

Figure 3.5: Single shot iterative phase retrieval. a. Hologram, b. Single-shot phase

retrieval, c. Brightfield counterpart

In addition to applying background normalization as a source of constraint, it

is possible to induce different constraints in these iterative measurements to fasten the

convergence. For example, since most of the objects have positive absorption, it can be

used as an additional constraint in the object plane while updating the iteration process

(Latychevskaia 2019). The comparison of the directly reconstructed images with the

iteratively phase retrieved counterparts is given in the Figure 3.6. A hologram image

is given in the Figure 3.6.a with a direct reconstruction process for amplitude image is

given in the Figure 3.6.b. Phase image is given in the Figure 3.6.c with the phase shift

Figure 3.6.d in terms of radian. In the reconstructed images, two circular parts are clearly

seen but the outer layers have noisy conditions. Object boundaries are not directly seen.

Then, for the iterative retrieval process, a complement mask is given in the Figure 3.6.e

with amplitude image given in the Figure 3.6.f, phase image given in the Figure 3.6.g, and

phase shift given in the Figure 3.6.h in terms of radian. In the phase retrieved counterparts,

object boundaries are clearly seen with the accurate shape information.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the directly reconstructed images with iteratively retrieved

counterparts. a. Hologram. b. Amplitude. c. Phase. d. Phase shift.

e. Applied mask. f. Twin-image free amplitude. g. Twin image-free phase.

h. Phase shift for twin-image free reconstruction

The respective multi-shot process is tried with partially coherent light sources that

are aligned with multimode optical fiber to take 3 colors from the same output. A system

with an RGB LED (Heliopto) with central wavelengths of 623nm and 455nm is used

to obtain red, and blue holograms respectively. For spatial filtering of incoherent light,

multimode optical fiber with a core diameter of 400 μm is used. (Ocean Optics, QP400-

025-SR-BX) LED and optical fiber are aligned by using a 3D printed housing (Formlabs

Form 2, USA). The tip of the optical fiber and the imaging sensor is 5 cm apart from each

other to converge paraxial wave approximation to obtain plane waves at the sample plane.

The same camera board is used during this experimental part. In the Figure 3.7.a, the

reconstructed amplitude from blue LED is given. In the Figure 3.7.b., the reconstructed

amplitude for red LED is given. In the last Figure 3.7.c, their combined process for the

applied multiwavelength iterative retrieval is given.

Although the object structure is revealed during this iterative process, the noise

is boosted to suppress the contrast of the resulting twin-image-free reconstructed image.

Different from the works of Zhang et al., no wiener filtering is used in this method (Ghiglia

and Romero 1994). Also, respective reconstructed images for blue and red channels have

different phase shift responses as visually seen from the figures. Also, the usage of LED
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Figure 3.7: Multi-wavelength iterative retrieval results. a. Blue wavelength (460 nm)

reconstruction. b. Red wavelength (630 nm) reconstruction. c. Multi-shot

retrieval results

has limited the probability of controlling the illumination intensity. Therefore, these small

differences have affected the final quality of the multi-wavelength phase retrieval process.

3.2 Conditional-GAN Based Phase Transformation

The computational workload of one-by-one iterative retrieval for each cell is hard

to implement. As an alternative, the conditional GAN model is trained to obtain weights

so that it can be used later to directly convert iteratively reconstructed images into phase

retrieved ones. In this way, the direct transformation from reconstructed images to phase

retrieved counterparts can be obtained easily. For this purpose, initially, the model for

the Amplitude to Phase (model 1) is used to obtain mSSIM value of 0.673 for the quality

control dataset (test). The obtained mean SSIM values per 50 epochs for the amplitude

to conversion model are plotted in the Figure 3.8.a. The corresponding comparison of

Target (reconstructed phase) vs Source (reconstructed amplitude) mSSIM is given in the

Figure 3.8.b. Target vs Prediction (generated image) mSSIM is given in the Figure 3.8.c.

Respective source, target, and generated phase images are given in the Figure 3.8.d,e,f.

In the second model, the obtained results for the model of reconstructed phase

images are converted to phase retrieved images (model 2) that have mSSIM value of 0.324

for the quality control dataset (test). The obtained mean SSIM values per 200 epochs

for the amplitude to conversion model are plotted in the Figure 3.9.a. The corresponding

example of Target (phase retrieved image) vs Source (reconstructed phase image) mSSIM

value is given in the Figure 3.9.b. Target vs Prediction (generated image) mSSIM value is

given in the Figure 3.9.c. Respective source, target, and generated phase images are given

in the Figure 3.9.d,e,f.
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Figure 3.8: Amplitude to phase conversion model. a. Mean SSIM for 50 epochs.

b. Target vs source mSSIM. c. Target vs prediction mSSIM. d. Amplitude.

e. Target. f. Prediction

Figure 3.9: Reconstructed phase to phase retrieved conversion model. a. Mean SSIM for

a50 epochs. b. Target vs source mSSIM. c. Target vs prediction mSSIM.

d. Amplitude. e. Target. f. Prediction

In the used conditional image translation model, amplitude images to phase images

or phase images to twin-image free counterparts are obtained. The second one is more

important in LDIHM applications to lessen the burden of computing. But the obtained
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results were not good enough and still require hyperparameter optimizations. Although

different parameters have been tried, the maximum value obtained for the amplitude to

phase images remained at 0.673 mSSIM and 0.324 for phase images to twin-image free

counterparts. The reason for this kind of low score has different reasons that may be

related to the dataset size. mSSIM value takes the 11 surrounding pixels from each point

of the image, and it gives us collective similarity results. At this point, predicted images

are not able to obtain the details of objects properly especially when the small object sizes

are taken into consideration. The generated images are able to predict the background

very well but give problematic predictions on the object’s shape especially for the second

model. Moreover, the used dataset of the reconstructed phase to phase retrieved images

do not have uniform intensity profiles therefore it leads to a decrease in the final obtained

mSSIM values. This non-uniformity especially dominates the phase retrieved twin image

results to remain in the 0.324 bands. With more proper and increased dataset sizes, it

is possible to obtain better mSSIM values. As an additional step, initially trained cGAN

neural network weights can be used with cloud-based platforms to provide immediate

results (Shimahara et al. 2019). These pre-trained weights could be uploaded to the

website, amplitude images can be given to convert them into phase retrieved counterparts.

3.3 Classification and Detection Results

Accuracy and loss values for train and validation sets are given in the Figure 3.10.a.

These values indicate the normalized correct predictions. Then, the trained structure is

tested with untrained test data. In the confusion matrix Figure 3.10.b, actual and predicted

correctly as MDA-MB-231 represent True Negative (TN). The one that is actual and

correctly predicted as U937 is called True Positive (TP). If the cell is MDA-MB-231 and

predicted as U937, it is called False Positive (FP). In the reverse condition, if the cell is

U937 and predicted as MDA-MB-231 it is called False Negative (FN). These terms are

taken together to understand how well the trained network classify.

In this analysis, precision is taken as to how well the neural model classified the

correct predictions which is calculated from the Eq. 3.1.

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
(3.1)
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The recall is another factor and it calculates the ratio of how many actual U937

cells are labeled correctly which is calculated from the Eq. 3.2.

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
(3.2)

F1 score calculates the balance between precision and recall values by taking

a harmonic mean of these values with the Eq. 3.3.

𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(3.3)

From the classification part; precision, recall, and F1-Score values are found to be

0.93 that is given in average in the Figure 3.10.c.

Figure 3.10: Classification results for test images. a. Accuracy and loss graphs for train

and val values. b. Confusion matrix for test dataset. c. Precision, recall and

f1 score for test dataset

In the classification step, obtained set of holograms are directly fed into the Resnet

34 model and 93% accuracy is obtained. But the initial dataset was quite heterogeneous and

some of the cropped holograms were consists of dust particles or dead cells. Therefore,

obtaining such good results proven the generalization capacity of classification models

with error-prone structures. Especially, the small dust particles tend to be taken as U937

cells which creates problematic consequences. Therefore, the results are indicative and

they all need to be quantified before making an appropriate consequence.

From the object detection part of the YOLO, train class loss and mAP .5 values

are given in the Figure 3.11.a. Obtained precision, recall, mAP for 0.5, and mAP for 0.95
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values are given to show the efficiency of the model which is given in the Figure 3.11.b.

Also, the MDA-MB-231 cells with their confidence results are given in the Figure 3.11.c.

In the Figure 3.11.d., confidence results for the U937 cells are given.

Figure 3.11: YOLO object detection results. a. mAP and loss graphs for training. b.

Precision, recall, mAP for 0.5 and 0.95 results. c. MDA-MB-231 object

detection. d. U937 object detection

From the object detection part results, total precision and recall values are found

to be 0.87 and 0.89 respectively with an mAP of 0.85. Since some of the cells represent

dust or problematic particles etc., the obtained results give us better-approximated results

when it is compared to classification part results. The distance between two particles

is generally taken as large enough to not affect each other in terms of the holographic

diffraction pattern. Therefore, the obtained results are unable to detect all cells especially

the intertwined ones. These intertwined cell holograms are not able to reconstruct or

phase retrieved directly because their interferometric patterns are affected each other.

The solution to this problem lies upon the multi-height process (Greenbaum et al. 2012)

which has not been performed throughout the thesis studies yet. Therefore, I have tried

to annotate similar objects with the classification dataset. Therefore, the result of YOLO

object detection can be increased with more proper labeling steps.
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3.4 Characteristics of Cells

From the phase shift-based elimination step, phase shift values below 2.06 radian

for MDA-MB-231 and 1.48 radian for U937 cells are eliminated with the percentage error

steps. Most of the eliminated ones are represent dust particles, as well as some of them,

have a low-SNR ratio to limit the effective reconstruction. In total of 150 images for the

MDA-MB-231 cells and 183 images for U937 cells images are eliminated.

In the second step, due to the low-SNR ratio of cells and indetectable object

existence, some of the images are disregarded. Although binary masks are obtained for

whole-cells, some of the masks do not represent any cell structure or they don’t maintain

the region props threshold value of Matlab function which is selected as 0.98. A total of

10 images for MDA-MB-231 and 33 for U937 images are eliminated within this step.

The mean value of perimeter for MDA-MB-231 images is found to be 48.15 and

42.87 for U937 cell images. With the 50 percent error elimination mechanism, perimeter

values below 24.07 for MDA-MB-231 and 21.43 for U937 are eliminated because the

corresponding cells can’t be that much smaller. In total of 9 cells are eliminated from

MDA-MB-231 cell images and 5 images eliminated for U937 cell images.

In the circularity-based elimination step, the mean circularity value for MDA-MB-

231 cells is 0.964 and the mean circularity for U937 cells is 0.957. The one that cannot

represent the cells is selected to be 0.482 for MDA-MB-231 and 0.478 for U937 from the

circularity values of cells. Then, 50 percent error elimination is used and 2 MDA-MB-231

images and 9 U937 images are eliminated.

With the quantitative analysis model, problematic images are eliminated without

the visual confirmation step. Therefore, the proposed model tends to become an automated

model with integrated steps in future work. From the total of 954 images for each cell, 171

are eliminated from MDA-MB-231 cells and 226 are eliminated from U937 cells which is

given in the Figure 3.12.a. The remaining 783 images for MDA-MB-231 and 728 images

for U937 are analyzed to understand final phase shift, perimeter, and circularity values.

For MDA-MB-231 cells, the mean value of phase shift is found to be 4.67 radians with a

standard error of 1.38 radians and 3.44 mean for U937 cells with a standard error of 1.36

radian is given in the Figure 3.12.b. Corresponding mean perimeter values are 48.44 for

MDA-MB-231 with a standard error of 6.91 and 42.85 mean for U937 with a standard

error of 8.98 is given in the Figure 3.12.c. The obtained mean circularity value is 0.9645

for MDA-MB-231 cells with a standard deviation of 0.097 and 0.9604 mean for U937

cells with a standard deviation of 0.1008 is given in the Figure 3.12.d.

In the performed analysis, the initial and the most important differentiation mecha-

nism is based on using the phase shift values. In the literature, evaluation of MDA-MB-231

and U937 cells are not directly performed from phase shift values before. But from the
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Figure 3.12: Morphological values of cells. a. Final dataset sizes. c. Mean perimeter

values. d. Mean circularity values

experimental findings, it is known that inline holography with laser usage can underesti-

mate the acquired phase shift around 20% (Zhang et al. 2018). So, it can be expected to

more for the partially-coherent LED source. However, since the perimeter value is directly

related to the diameter value of cells, it can be used as an indicative value. From the

previous studies of MDA-MB-231 cells, the mean diameter is found to be 17 𝜇𝑚 (Ozbey

et al. 2019). For the U937 cells, this average value is found to be 14 𝜇𝑚 (Lee et al. 2018).

Thus, the corresponding comparison can be approximated with the circular shape assump-

tion of cells and the similarity between thickness and diameter. Corresponding thickness

equation is calculated using the Eq. 3.4:

𝑡 =
Δ𝜙 ∗ 𝜆

2 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ |(𝑛𝑜 − 𝑛𝑚) |
(3.4)

where the phase shift (Δ𝜙) found from cells are used with refractive index difference

between medium (𝑛𝑚) and object (𝑛𝑜) to find thickness values. 𝜆 is the wavelength of the

light source.

The mean phase shift value for the MDA-MB-231 cells is found to be 4.67 radi-

ans. The refractive index of the MDA-MB-231-MB-231 cells is found to be 1.38 from

the literature (Zouggari Ben El Khyat 2019). DI water refractive index at 590 nm is

1.33. Therefore, the corresponding thickness value for MDA-MB-231 is found to be 2.48
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𝜇𝑚. The refractive index of the U937 cells is found to be 1.38 from the literature (Kuś

et al. 2014). Therefore, the corresponding thickness value is found to be 1.83 𝜇𝑚. The

obtained thickness values are relatively low because the complete phase retrieval mea-

surement step from different points has not been performed. Also, the usage of a partially

coherent light source limits the obtained phase shift value. With laser usage, these phase

shift values can be better approximated.

For the perimeter and circularity measurements, corresponding diameter values

for MDA-MB-231 and U937 cells were found from the literature to make an indicative

comparison based on a normalized ratio. Mean perimeter value ratios between MDA-MB-

231 and U937 cells are found to be 1.13 in our final dataset. In the literature, the mean

diameter ratio between these cells is around 1.21. So, the error rate of 7% is achieved

which is quite good for such a simple system when we consider the existence of twin image

artifacts and circularity values of cells.

3.5 Quantitative Classification Results

Throughout the thesis, the initial classification model can obtain 93 % accuracy

on test data. But the actual value can be lower than the obtained value. Because the

initial data contain mostly dust particles, high SNR ratio images, dead cells, and irregular

shaped objects. Therefore, the proposed system is used to eliminate these problematic

cells from the initial dataset. Then, the final dataset obtained from the quantitative analysis

part is used in Resnet 34 model with the same parameters performed in the initial dataset.

Train:Val:Test splits set to become 576:72:72 to maintain initial ratios. A batch size of

32 is used. The initial learning rate set to be 0.001, momentum is taken as 0.9, and as

an optimizer SGD model is used. During training, TESLA P100-PCI-E is used and it

takes 210 seconds to process 50 epochs. The obtained results are given below. in Figure,

accuracy and loss values for train and validation datasets are given which give us final

validation accuracy of 0.921 that is given in the Figure 3.13.a for accuracy and loss values.

Then, the trained structure is tested with blind test data. The obtained confusion matrix is

given in the Figure 3.13.b. Respective f1-score, precision, and recall values are found to

be 0.92 on average as shown in the Figure 3.13.c.

Around 25% of the initial dataset is eliminated during the analysis part but almost

the same precision is achieved with the same classification model. When the initial dataset

is compared with the final dataset, 20 test images are eliminated from MDA-MB-231 cells,

and 24 of the images are eliminated from the U937 cells. The initial test data is kept fixed

so that it can be compared to the final quantitative results. Since 20 test images were
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Figure 3.13: Morphological values of cells. a. Final dataset sizes. c. Mean perimeter

values. d. Mean circularity values

eliminated, the expected precision value needs to be around 80% in the initial set. But the

obtained initial and final precision values are around 92% to 93%. Therefore, one needs

to be careful while using such deep learning models directly in clinical studies when the

huge error rate between the quantitative and classified results is considered. Also, in order

to give more interpretable results, interference studies of neural network model could be

used to reveal how the neural model learn to differentiate these cells.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

The LDIHM has been a promising computational imaging tool with easy-to-

fabricate, cost-effective, and portable design. The total cost of building such a simple

setup is around 350 $ (See3CAM-CU135 camera board - 250 $, Pinhole 62.75 $ and LED

17.27 $). Therefore, the optical setup could be used as a POC device in resource-limited

areas for the analysis of micron-sized objects. Therefore, as an initial step, the optimization

of the LDIHM setup has been performed.

From the acquired holograms of MDA-MB-231 and U937 cells; the numerical

reconstruction, phase unwrapping, and phase retrieval processes have been performed.

Direct cell holograms are trained with the Resnet34 classification model to achieve 0.93

precision on blind test data. Also, with the same dataset on the YOLO object detection

algorithm, mAP of 0.87 is achieved at 0.5 thresholds for the whole cells. In addition, the

pix2pix conditional GAN model was used to obtain the mSSIM value of 0.673 for the

reconstructed amplitude to phase conversion model. With the same conversion model, the

reconstructed phase to phase retrieved model is obtained mSSIM value of 0.324. From

the quantitative analysis part, a mean phase shift radian of 4.67, perimeter value of 48.15,

and circularity value of 0.964 are measured for MDA-MB-231 cells. For U937 cells, 3.44

radian phase shift, 42.97 perimeter, and 0.960 circularity values are measured.

The further interest will be based upon creating the same dataset with brightfield

counterparts to obtain more accurate results in the iterative phase retrieval step. Instead

of directly reconstructed phase images, phase retrieved images can be analyzed with more

accurate perimeter and circularity values. With a large amount of data, the success of c-

GAN models can be increased. Most importantly, all of these processes can be integrated

into semi-supervised learning models with further studies. The initial neural network

model can be used to detect, reconstruct and eliminate twin image artifacts of cells. The

proposed second model can be used to differentiate objects from quantitative information.

Therefore, such a proposed analysis model will lessen the burden of computing and provide

quantitative results efficiently.

In summary, LDIHM is used to differentiate the MDA-MB-231 and U937 cells

quantitatively. The proposed model can be used for the detection of cancer cells in

the presence of blood cells that can be further applied for CTC detection. Also, the

quantification model can be applied for different cell types for different disease diagnoses.
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